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*** ABSTRACT *** 
 
Special Terrain in Civ 2 totally explained!  Lets you know where special terrain will appear and what type it will be, 
even when transfOrmed.  Also includes summaries and comparisons of terrain types; explanations of grassland shield 
placement, terrain strategies, barbarian huts, a data dump, and more. 
 
 
*** TERRAIN BASICS *** 
 
Terrain characteristics are shown on the poster that came with Civ 2, as well as the RULES.TXT file that Civ 2 uses.  
(Search RULES.TXT file for "@TERRAIN".)  Here this is, straight out of RULES.TXT for v. 2.41: 
 
********************************************************************** 
 
;  Terrain 
; 
;  Movecost, defense,   food, shields, trade, 
;        . . .  Irrigate, bonus, #turns, ai-irrigate, 
;        . . .  Mine,     bonus, #turns, ai-mine 
;        . . .  Transform 
; 
;   defense = multiply by 50% to get % of normal combat factor defended at. 
;       (so 3 x 50% = 150%, meaning a strength 2 unit defends at 3). 
;  Irrigate/Mine = yes, no, or type of terrain changed to 
;  Transform     = Terrain type engineers can transform to 
;  bonus = # extra production from that change 
;  turns = # turns for settler to make change 
;  ai    = Minimum govt level necessary for computer player to want  
;          to perform irrigate/mine:     
;             0 Never 
;             1 Despotism 
;             2 Monarchy 
;             3 Communism 
;             4 Fundamentalism 
;             5 Republic 
;             6 Democracy 
; 
@TERRAIN 
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Desert,     1,2,  0,1,0,   yes, 1, 5, 5,   yes, 1, 5,  3,  Pln,   ; Drt 
Plains,     1,2,  1,1,0,   yes, 1, 5, 1,   For, 0,15,  0,  Grs,   ; Pln 
Grassland,  1,2,  2,1,0,   yes, 1, 5, 2,   For, 0,10,  0,  Hil,   ; Grs 
Forest,     2,3,  1,2,0,   Pln, 0, 5, 5,   no,  0, 5,  0,  Grs,   ; For 
Hills,      2,4,  1,0,0,   yes, 1,10, 0,   yes, 3,10,  1,  Pln,   ; Hil 
Mountains,  3,6,  0,1,0,   no,  1,10, 0,   yes, 1,10,  6,  Hil,   ; Mou 
Tundra,     1,2,  1,0,0,   yes, 1,10, 1,   no,  0, 0,  0,  Drt,   ; Tun 
Glacier,    2,2,  0,0,0,   no,  0, 0, 0,   yes, 1,15,  3,  Tun,   ; Gla 
Swamp,      2,3,  1,0,0,   Grs, 0,15, 6,   For, 0,15,  0,  Pln,   ; Swa 
Jungle,     2,3,  1,0,0,   Grs, 0,15, 6,   For, 0,15,  0,  Pln,   ; Jun 
Ocean,      1,2,  1,0,2,   no,  0, 0, 0,   no,  0, 0,  0,  no,    ; Oce 
 
Oasis,      1,2,  3,1,0, 
Buffalo,    1,2,  1,3,0, 
Grassland,  1,2,  2,1,0, 
Pheasant,   2,3,  3,2,0, 
Coal,       2,4,  1,2,0, 
Gold,       3,6,  0,1,6,        [ I call these the "Type 1" special terrains ] 
Game,       1,2,  3,1,0, 
Ivory,      2,2,  1,1,4, 
Peat,       2,3,  1,4,0, 
Gems,       2,3,  1,0,4, 
Fish,       1,2,  3,0,2, 
 
Oil,        1,2,  0,4,0, 
Wheat,      1,2,  3,1,0, 
Grassland,  1,2,  2,1,0, 
Silk,       2,3,  1,2,3, 
Wine,       2,4,  1,0,4, 
Iron,       3,6,  0,4,0,        [ and these, "Type 2" special terrains ] 
Furs,       1,2,  2,0,3, 
Oil,        2,2,  0,4,0, 
Spice,      2,3,  3,0,4, 
Fruit,      2,3,  4,0,1, 
Whales,     1,2,  2,2,3, 
 
 
This data is also found in the accompanying files. You will notice that there are, on the surface, eleven basic terrain 

types and 22 special terrain types (two for each basic; 33 terrains in all).  But grassland only has two basic versions 
(shield and no shield) and otherwise masks special terrain that might be under it, so actually there are twelve basic 
terrains and 20 specials (32 in all). 
    By tracing Irrigation/Mining/Transformation changes, one can also devise a "Wheel of Transformation", as shown 
in the accompanying CIV2-WOT.GIF.  All terrain (except, of course, ocean) can be transformed into the four "Wheel" 
terrains, which are then interconvertible.  These four Wheel terrains are Grassland, Plains, Forest, and Hills. 
    Note:  CIV2-WOT.GIF is in 2322 x 3127 x 1 bpp resolution.  It is intended to fill an entire page.  It will look 
REALLY crude when printed if you reduce its resolution, such as if your viewer defaults to shrinking an image to fit 
your screen when you load it. 
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*** FOOTNOTE:  SHIELDS AND BARBARIANS *** 
 
Grassland masks Special Terrain. Is there any relationship between masked terrain and grassland Shields? 
    No and yes.  There is no relationship to Special Terrain -- but none is needed. 
    The reason:  Shields show up in an extremely simple pattern.  It's like a checkerboard, except each checkerboard 
square is two map-squares wide.  Look at any large contiguous grassland area, or break out the map editor and make a 
bunch, and the pattern should be immediately obvious.  SHIELDS.GIF also shows this (the usual green background 
color has been changed to white, so you can see the pattern in a b&w printout). 
    By seeing only a few grassland squares anywhere on the map, you can tell which grassland will have shields for the 
entire map!  This holds for predicting shields on terrain converted to grassland (IOW, like Special Terrain, it does not 
change its type if transformed -- see below).  It's *that* regular and simple!  Use the X,Y coordinates to see how it lays 
on your particular map, and it will then be easy to extrapolate even across wide oceans. 
    If this is not enough -- you have little or no grassland on an island far from other grassland, and you lose track 
swimming across map screens -- or perhaps if you're just curious, Shields can also be located based on the X,Y 
coordinate. Use this: 
 
    LOOKUP_FUNCTION(  MOD(  6X+Y, 8 ) ) 
 
In other words, multiply the X coord by 6, add Y to it, take the modulo of this number by 8 (returns values 

ranging from 0 to 7), and then compare against this lookup table: 
 
   Mod Shield  #of -> Binary Number 
   Val (Y/N)?  1's    Equivalent of Modulo 
   --- ------  ---    -------------------- 
    0   Y  1    0       000 
    1   N  0    1       001 
    2   N  0    1       010 
    3   Y  1    2       011 
    4   N  0    1       100 
    5   Y  1    2       101 
    6   Y  1    2       110 
    7   N  0    3       111 
 

 
Example: X,Y=39,47 ...  6X+Y=281 ...  Mod(281,8)=1 ... Mod Val Lookup for 1 = "No" -- no shield present at 
39,47. 
    (Does everybody know what a modulo is? It's just the remainder when you divide by a number.  For example, 15 
modulo 8 is 7; 16 mod 8 is 0.) 
    Although a "visual row" on the map has alternating pairs of shields/no shields like a checkerboard, my function does 
not return shield _pairs_ as the Mod Val increases.  This is because map coordinates actually go diagonally across 
visual "rows".  Play with a map if this didn't make sense; around the origin (X,Y 0,0) is easy to compare to the lookup. 
 I'm sorry the function is a bit complex, but it was the simplest form I could think of. If you see an easier way to 
summarize it (=easy to do in one's head), PLEASE let me know!  Thanks go to Marijke van Gans of Compuserve's 
Science forum, who contributed the two mnemonic columns to the right: if there are an even number of ones in the 
binary form of the modulo, there will be a shield.  (So you can use your modulo & dec-to-bin calculator without 
needing this table, ha ha.)  If you want, you can easily put the functionette in a spreadsheet, for example, and toggle 
back and forth to it (or resize windows).  I have included it (if I remembered) as SHIELDER.XLS.  If you don't have 
Excel 5/7, don't worry, it's just the incredibly simple function (with lookup table) shown above. 
 Alternatively, just remember that 0, 3, 5 and 6 will have a shield.  A mnemonic for these four digits is "6*5=30". 
 James Baugh, also of CompuServe Science forum, suggested a variant approach.  Use this trick for computing 
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binary conversions:  Start with your X or Y value, just down a 1 if it's odd or 0 if even, then divide it in half, dropping 
the one if it was odd: 
 
    49   1  (odd -- substract 1 --> 48; divide by 2) 
    24   0 
    12   0 
     6   0 
     3   1     Result (from bottom to top):  110001b = 49 
     1   1 
 

James points out that only the last three bits of each number matter for the equation.  So X 49 (110001b), Y 51 
(110011b) would plug into 6X+Y as 6*1(001b)+3(011b)=9; 9 mod 8 = 1; 1 is not in 0,3,5, or 6, so, no shield.  
(Actually, only the last two digits of X matter... whatever.) 
 
What about those lunatic barbarians, is there any pattern to the location of their hovels?  Again, no and yes. 
    For one thing, huts come in packs of four.  They form a symmetrical, squarish shape of approx. 4.5 map squares 
per side (excluding ocean, of course).  The exact shape of a pack is a bit too complex to verbalize; see SHIELDS.GIF 
or break out your map editor and make some terrain. 
    I haven't figured out the pattern to where packs show up on the map, however.  It depends on the Random Seed, 
although hut packs, like Special Terrain, also appear on "tiles", and the RS only determines where the tiling starts (see 
below for more on tiles). 
    So, at a small scale one might be able to tell where (nearby) huts are, but I didn't look long enough to find a large-
scale pattern.  Since huts are always obvious anyway, it doesn't matter much.  Still, this is an analysis of Civ 2 terrain, 
and it's something I can point out... so there you are. 
 
One other quick note:  My apologies for waffling on whether to capitalize the names of terrains, resources, etc. 
throughout this doc.  Half of me wanted to use caps to make clear when I was talking about specific game objects; the 
other half said this was needlessly busy, since most of this doc is only on those objects anyway, and everybody knows 
what I mean, to boot.  The result is the worst of both worlds: I keep going back and forth, and now that I'm done, I 
don't want to bother to clean it up <g>.  Also, I originally made this doc in WordPerfect 5.1 a year ago, and it seems to 
have gotten a few weird codes in it when I imported it <shrug>. 
 
*** THE SPECIAL TERRAIN TYPES *** 
 
Notice that the special terrains in the RULES.TXT excerpt follow precisely the order of the basic terrains -- Oasis is 
found in Desert, Buffalo in Plains, etc.  The sequence repeats itself in the final 11 special terrains as well (Oil->Desert, 
Wheat->Plains, etc.).  The spacing I put in the RULES.TXT excerpt should make this clear. 
    These groupings are important because squares with special terrain cycle among the Special Terrains in their group 
type (Type 1 & 2, above).  In other words, if Oasis Desert (a Type 1 special terrain) were converted to Plains, it would 
contain Buffalo (Type 1 plains).  And if Buffalo Plains were converted to Hills, it would contain Coal (Type 1).  
Conversely, if Oil Desert (Type 2 desert) were converted to Plains, it would contain Wheat (Type 2 plains).  And 
Wheat would convert to Wine Hills (Type 2).  You can readily see this by experimenting in the map designer or in 
cheat mode. 
 
A couple of observations: 
    1) Terrain never switches to a different group Type. "Once Type 1, Always Type 1." 
    2) Likewise, special terrain never "pops up" where it did not exist before. 
 
Like I said, there is an irritating asterisk to Observation 2: Grassland.  Grassland never shows (i.e., it masks) whether 
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special terrain exists in its square.  It does not actually *change* whether Special Terrain will exist there (if it is 
transfOrmed to another terrain), nor what its Type will be.  But it hides whether a square contains Special Terrain. 
    Another asterisk to this rule is that Ocean squares too far from land to be used (i.e., outside city radius from land) 
usually do not show any special types whatsoever.  In other words, special terrain doesn't exist far out to sea, even if it 
"should" (see "PATTERNS", below).  Apparently, Microprose didn't want to tease players with Special Terrain that 
they could never use. 
 
*** REMEMBER THIS? *** 
 
CIV2-WOT.GIF (Wheel Of Transformation) is a great summary of terrain, special terrain, and transforming. 
    For the most part, players will be concerned with the four interconvertible "Wheel" terrains when trying to judge 
whether to transform a terrain or special terrain. Mnemonics presented here will help you easily tell which special 
terrain your current terrain will be converted to... 
 
Type 1 Special Terrain was a little harder to finds mnemonics for than Type 2.  An "F" in the word seems simple 
enough (think: the "First" Type).  Here are mnemonics with F for Type 1 Wheel terrain: 
 
   buFfalo, PHeasant, Fuel (coal), and Fish 
 
   And for Non-Wheel terrains (some pretty lame... suggestions welcomed!): 
 
   swamp peat: Fertilizer Fuel, jungle gem: saPPHire, 
   desert oasis: reFreshingly Fertile, tundra game: arctic Fox, 
   glacier ivory: Frozen Fang, mountain gold: Fool's gold 
 
Or use the older British term "Faggot" for coal.  It means tinder or wood for a fire; more recently, a cigarette, among 
other things.  It's important to be PC while annihilating civilizations, though, so I'll just use Fuel. <g> 
    I said "Wheel terrain" and then didn't show Grassland, but did show Ocean, because Grassland masks special 
terrain, but nearby Ocean often helps you see what special terrain pattern you are working with (more on this below).  
It will be important to remember the Ocean equivalent for each Type. 
 
Type 2 seemed easier to find mnemonics for.  I call this the "W" terrain (note W = "double U" = a form of 2.)  Look at 
the W's in each Type 2 Wheel terrain: 
 
   Wheat, silk(Worm), Wine, and Whale 
 
   Non-Wheel: 
 
   swamp spice: Wicked Weed,  jungle fruit: kiWi fruit, 
   desert oil: Wet Wealth,  tundra fur: Winter Wrappings, 
   glacier oil: Wet Wealth,  mountain iron: Wrought iron 
 
By using the Wheel of Conversion, you can easily pinpoint the best transformed terrain for your little paradises of 
civilization. 
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*** SPECIAL TERRAIN PATTERNS *** 
 
Not only do the Special Terrains transform predictably, they also appear on the map in predictable ways.  Namely, 
there is a figure that the special terrain squares always trace, much like a constellation. 
    The only thing the Random Seed (chosen at the beginning of a game) affects is the X,Y coordinate where the Special 
Terrain patterns start.  Otherwise, they always appear in the same relationship, superimposed on the map.  Think of 
the Random Seed as setting the place that Special Terrain "tiles" *start*, although the tiles always look the same, lay 
side by side the same, and fit together the same.  It's like sliding a see-through overhead film with the special terrains 
over your map. 
    SP_LAY0.GIF shows blank ocean map with no patterns pointed out... can you see them?  SP_LAY1.GIF outlines 
them.  If, for some reason, you didn't get (or can't load) the .GIFs, note that you can also see these same patterns 
simply by loading a blank (ocean only) map into the Civ 2 map editor.  It helps to see the overall pattern by zooming 
out (the X key) and/or stretching the map window to the right side of your screen. 
 
METHOD TO THE MADNESS 
 
I couldn't think of a simple name to call the pattern.  See it for yourself in the SP_LAYn.GIF or map editor; here is a 
CRUDE approximation, if it helps: 
 
             X----X 
             |    | 
             |    | 
        X----X----X----X 
             |    | 
             |    | 
             X----X 
 

 
X's are the special terrains; the dashes are just showing the outline. 
 
Actually, it appears in two orientations (see GIF or map editor): one with the long axis fairly horizontal, the other with 
the long axis at an angle.  Something like this: 
 
             Horizontal              Vertical        
             Long Axis               Long Axis       
           (Herringbone)             (Spindle)       
                                                     
                                                     
                                     X               
                                                     
                  X                                  
             X                                X      
                         X               X           
                    X               X                
               X                                     
          X                                       X  
                      X                      X       
                 X                      X            
                                                     
                                                     
                                                 X   
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PATTERN 1: HERRINGBONE 
 
Pattern 1 looks kind of like a herringbone (just a crude approximation to simplify writing about it!) Here's a *bad* 
ASCII attempt at it -- it's hard because the map uses interdigitating coordinates (criss-cross, not simple rows and 
columns) and because if your word processor either wordwraps OR proportionately displays the below, it will be 
meaningless.  It can still help though, if you don't have a real image close at hand: 
 
     .   .   .   .   .   .   .   
   .   .   .   . o .   .   .   .  
     .   .   .   .   .   .   .   
   .   . o .   .   .   .   . o .  
     .   .   .   .   .   .   .   
   .   .   .   .   . o .   .   .  
     .   .   .   .   .   .   .   
   .   .   . o .   .   .   .   .  
     .   .   .   .   .   .   .   
   . o .   .   .   .   . o .   .  
     .   .   .   .   .   .   .   
   .   .   .   . o .   .   .   .  
     .   .   .   .   .   .   .   
 

 
Each period (above) shows the corners of the diamond patterns on your Civ2 screen that represent each coordinate 
"square", and the "o" is a special terrain.  Use this ASCII map to find exact relationships.  For example, to get from the 
special terrain in the lower left (the "head" of the herring), one would hit the following keys (when on the map in the 
game): PageUp, Pageup, Up, Up.  Or, using "compass" directions, NE, NE, N, N. 
    I call it a herring(bone) because it strikes me as the classic cartoon fish skeleton shape -- fish mouth to lower left, 
and tail up in the air to the upper right.  Although it is actually identical to the other pattern in terms of relationship of 
the individual points, because it lays flatter, it seems to have two sets of three points, and an outerlying point on each 
end. 
 
PATTERN 2: SPINDLE 
 
     .   .   .   .   .   .   
   .   . o .   .   .   .   . 
     .   .   .   .   .   .   
   .   .   .   .   . o .   . 
     .   .   .   .   .   .   
   .   .   . o .   .   .   . 
     .   .   .   .   .   .   
   . o .   .   .   .   . o . 
     .   .   .   .   .   .   
   .   .   .   . o .   .   . 
     .   .   .   .   .   .   
   .   . o .   .   .   .   . 
     .   .   .   .   .   .   
   .   .   .   .   . o .   . 
     .   .   .   .   .   .   
 

The best name I could think of for this pattern is a spindle -- a stick with thread wound around it, more tightly at the 
center, making it bulge there and taper toward the ends.  The ASCII (above) is distorted from the screen dimensions, 
though; check out a real image.  It's a stretch to call it a spindle... better suggestions are welcomed! 
    The herringbone *seemed* to have two lines of three points in the center, and two points at each end (total: eight).  
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The spindle seems to have three lines:  one long axis of four points, flanked by two short lines of two points (total: 
eight).  Admittedly, which way is a line or not is "six of one, half a dozen of another".  But my approach is systematic 
and works... just a simple framework for using the concept with minimal fuss.  If anybody else wants to pronounce it 
tomAHtoe, write your own FAQ <g>. 
 
*** PATTERNS IN PATTERNS *** 
 
In the above, I have written about how there appear to be two patterns, the herringbone and the spindle.  As I've 
alluded, closer analysis shows them to be the same pattern in terms of the constellation of points; the distinction is that 
this constellation is oriented differently between the two.  (Note that these two specific orientations are the *only* ones 
that occur.)  Importantly (for figuring out where YOUR terrains are), the relative positions of the points *within* each 
orientation use the same rules. 
    At this point in my FAQ, I'm getting pretty tired of pointing out sets of two patterns.  Guess what, here is yet 
another set of two patterns: 
    The individual points within the herring/spindle pattern have two particular relationships to each other:  The first is 
the relationship *between* lines in the pattern, the second is the relationship *within* lines. 
    "Huh?" 
    Take the herring bone; it has a point for the mouth, two lines of three points for "ribs", then a point for the tail.  
"Between" a line here would be moving from the mouth to the first rib, first rib to second rib, or rib to tail.  "Within" a 
line would be moving along the three points in the first rib. 
    For the spindle, there is a long middle axis of four points that is a "line", as well as two "lines" of two points to each 
side.  (A lot of my verbiage IS "six of one, half a dozen of another", but it works, and is already quite long and boring 
enough presenting one way of looking at it, instead of the other way, too.  Hang in there… the relationships tell you 
how to "read" the patterns into terrain as you play a game.) 
    The pattern *between* lines is seen as a NE, NE, N, N relationship (or N,N,NE,NE; whatever floats your boat).  
Take the herringbone: to get from the "mouth" to the first rib of three points, go NE,NE,N,N and you'll be at the 
middle point of the first rib.  Or, go NE,NE,N,N from the bottom point of the first rib, and you're at the middle point of 
the second rib.  From second rib to tail, start with the lowest point in the rib.  Thus, all four "lines" relate based on a 
NE,NE,N,N movement.  The spindle also has the same NE,NE,N relationship between its three lines. 
    The second pattern-within-the-pattern is *within* each line.  This relationship is S,SE,SE.  Look again at the 
herringbone, this time, *within* the two ribs.  Moving from each upper left point to the next lower right one reveals the 
S,SE,SE pattern.  Same goes for the points within the three "lines" of the spindle. 
    Another way to view these patterns is that the central two points in each pattern (center of ribs for herring; center of 
long axis for spindle) are both surrounded by four points in an entirely symmetrical fashion.  Tracing these points is a 
bit like tracing a propeller -- "out, out, over".  (Check it out on SP_LAY.)  Each of the two center points is one of the 
other central point's four surrounding points; therefore, there are eight points to each pattern, not ten. 
 
Yo! SKIP all this stuff if it seems like a truckload of verbal gyrations, when you've already picked up on the patterns.  
But if you want to know where all the special terrains are on any map, and you can't follow what I'm saying, better try 
harder! <g> 
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*** A PATTERNING WE SHALL GO *** 
 
We've now seen the two basic orientation patterns (herring and spindle).  If you've been looking at a real map 
(SP_LAY1.GIF or map editor), you've probably noticed something else:  these patterns repeat themselves quite 
regularly across the map. 
    Specifically, every point on the herringbone is repeated exactly eight spaces due east or west (left or right).  Same 
thing for the spindle.  Both of these patterns repeat themselves in strips all the way across the map, and have pre-set 
relationships with each other vertically, as well.  The right side of SP_LAY1.GIF shows relationships between the two 
patterns in the vertical (or "tile") direction -- it is too complex to try to write up.  Just keep a printout of SP_LAY by 
your side, if you want to track patterns vertically in a game. 
    [Important footnote:  Above I said "eight spaces to the east or west" ... this is eight as counted by moving the cursor 
on the map (after a right-click on the map), NOT eight in map X,Y coordinates.  In X,Y coordinates, this would count 
as 16 squares -- not at all intuitive visually but I guess it rowed Microprose's boat.  Throughout this document, unless 
otherwise noted, I will use "visual" counting, a.k.a. putting the cursor down with a right-click and moving it.  It's much 
simpler than X,Y coords, both for game play and for my writing.] 
    The only exception to this "rule of 8" seems to be when X=0.  Of course, we only expect the pattern to fail where the 
map wraps around.  For what it's worth, the X=0 column was pushed off screen for the SP_LAY .GIFs, to keep 
confusion to a dull roar. 
 
*** WHAT'S WITH THE RANDOM SEED? *** 
 
As pointed out above, the Random Seed (RS) only appears to affect where the tiles start.  So changing the Random 
Seed will not change *anything* I have talked about.  Indeed, the only practical (operational) impact the Random Seed 
seems to have is it means that you can never know just where Special Terrain tiles will start on a map *you have 
made*.  This is because, although you can designate an RS while *making* a map, you don't get to designate the RS 
when you load and *use* that map.  Apparently, it then re-randomizes, the upshot being that you can't tell where 
Special Terrain will show up on a map you have made.  Thus, don't deliberately try to design a .MP with, for example, 
Mountains where you see Type 1 (=Gold) in the Map Editor -- the tile will shift and you'll probably just have plain 
mountains on your map when someone plays it. 
    I couldn't find a way to make the Random Seed the same for a .MP and a game, so that they would overlay 
predictably and properly... let me know if you can figure it out!  It just occurred to me that maybe I can "brute force" it 
by moving backwards from a particular *game* -- its RS and Special Terrain placement -- to the .MP... I know that 
going forward from the .MP to the game doesn't work.  But I don't feel like testing it right now, on top of all the 
studying and writing I've already done. <g> 
    There is one other way the Random Seed will get you.  Namely, it affects the relative relationship of Type 1 and 2 
*within* the two patterns.  For example, with a Random Seed of 0, all of the "herringbone" pattern is Type 1 Special 
Terrain (Fish, buFfalo, etc.), and all of the "spindle" pattern is Type 2 Special Terrain (Whale, Wheat, etc.).  With 
other Random Seeds (RSs), however, it gets mixed up.  For example, the two outer lines of the spindle (=four points 
total) might be Type 1, and the inner line (=four points) all type 2. 
    An easy way to see these variations vs. Random Seed is to fire up the Map Editor on a blank Ocean and start hitting 
"s" to change the RS.  (You might want to Zoom Out so you can see more.)  Watch how the two patterns and their 
"tile" relationship stays the same, but "where the tile starts" shifts, and what is Type 1 and Type 2 *within* each 
pattern shifts. 
    As far as I can tell, the same Random Seed (e.g., s=0) always makes the same Type of Special Terrain at the same 
place.  In the Map Editor, that is.  Since I don't know how to get the .MP Random Seed to "stick" when a game is 
played on the map, it doesn't help much.  The only way I think it might help to know this is if you were to use Random 
Seed = 0 in games you create from scratch, because then all the herring will be Type 1, and all the spindle, Type 2.  
This makes it very easy to predict what special terrains might appear where, since they will come in the same Type 
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clusters, and you don't have to figure out where Type 1 and Type 2 are *within* a pattern. 
    Interestingly, the numbers of Type 1 & 2 in any given herringbone *plus* spindle always seem to add up to 8 each 
(16 total), and they always seem to be symmetrical, such as the example I just gave.  Play with the Map Editor if you 
want to see what I mean. 
    Someone mentioned in a FAQ somewhere that all Random Seeds above 64 (or 0 to 63?) are simply modulos of 64.  
In other words, no matter what number you type in, there are only 64 variations, and it breaks it down by modulo. 
    Also keep in mind that the game docs say that RS=1 forces a really random Random Seed (as random as a PC can 
get, anyway), whereas other numbers will make Special Terrains appear at the same place for a given RS number. 
While this may be true for actual gameplay, it is not true in the Map Editor, where RS=1 always puts the tiles and 
Type 1/2 intrapatterns exactly the same way (IOW, typing s=1 repeatedly in the map editor while making a map 
changes absolutely nothing -- Specials stay precisely where, and what, they are.)  So I'm not sure what RS=1 really 
does, but... what the heck, this is a FAQ on Special Terrains, and it's related info to mention. 
 
*** "WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT, ALFIE?" *** 
 
I've just spent a half hour using every conceivable variant of the words "pattern" and "type".  "So what?" 
 
Here's "what":  This system lets you predict where every single Special Terrain will be on your map, and exactly what 
it will be (even when converted), based only on the Special Terrains you can see already.  In other words, you've got 
Special Terrains down to a cold science, baby! 
    Whether or not it will matter depends on your style of play.  For players that don't care about tweaking land much, it 
might only mean that a few hapless cities get a boost.  If you like to squeeze your game for every ounce of efficiency 
though, these rules exploit every nugget of gold. 
 
*** PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER, A.K.A., 'T' TIME *** 
 
If you're like me, it can be hard to discern Special Terrain patterns by the time one has Engineers and can transform. 
Cities, railroads, mines, and farmlands conspire to gloss over the whole shebang.  Time for the "T" (terrain) key!  It 
makes Special Terrain patterns much more visible.  If you want to bring out all your Special Terrains, you'll be hitting 
the T and asking (T & A'ing?) what Specials exist to the left or right a lot.  Too bad we can't scroll within the map 
when T is hit!  I play the game with the map shrunk considerably (X key), almost to the point where Special Terrain 
disappears (my monitor is at high rez).  If the T window shows too few squares to see multiple patterns, keep in mind 
that Special Terrains appear exactly 16 to the left or right, using X,Y coordinates (8 using visualization or moving the 
cursor left or right). 
    I found my system tough to use at first.  I made bad calls (useless transformations of grassland) about 25% of the 
time on my ADVCENT0.MP, the first place I tried to use it.  But ADVCENT0 has an artificially high number of 
grassland squares (making it tough to see patterns), and I was still learning how the patterns worked.  On my second 
try, I only got a couple of transformations wrong.  Now that I've made these handy .JPGs and collected my thoughts, 
I'll never mess up again! ("Yeah, right!") 
    If all the "patterns" seem a bit complex, key in on the simplest one -- that a given Type is always repeated exactly 
eight squares to the east or west.  (Corollary:  Herring and Spindle patterns always repeat, eight to the left or right.)  
Once you get a fair amount of terrain revealed, you should be able to scroll to the left or right and see where a new 
transformation can go -- if not discern an entire Pattern in your terrain.  (Once you see a whole Pattern, it will always 
repeat 8 to the left or right, unless crossing X=0.) Sometimes you have to go 16 or 24 squares over, but through 
careful study, you can always find Specials and unmask them in grassland elsewhere.  (Don't forget Control-G, to 
bring up the Grid, if you're having trouble counting squares.)  This is why I included Fish and Whales in the 
mnemonics -- Special Terrain is not masked in Ocean, so it can often be easy to see where Specials should be showing 
up, to the east or west of Whales or Fish.  With the mnemonics, you'll already know which Type it will be, and thus 
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you can decide which conversion route(s) and terrain you ultimately want. 
 
*** SUMMARY AND OBSERVATIONS ON TERRAINS *** 
 
Everyone has their own style and strategy; I'm sure half of Civ 2 players don't worry about transforming terrain very 
much.  Here are some general tips that might be useful to such players, and will certainly benefit terrain obsessives... if 
they didn't already know them.  (I haven't seen any FAQs that talk about this... did I miss them?) 
    First, a general observation:  It's a LOT of work to transform Forest to Hills, just to increase Shield production.  
(This is for regular terrain, not Special Terrain... evaluate Special Terrain on its own scale.)  A Forest with Railroad 
(RR) generates one food and three shields.  A Hill with RR generates one food and four shields.  To make Forest into 
Hill requires a transform first to grassland, then to Hill.  While I haven't timed the transforms precisely, it is clearly not 
trivial.  It doesn't seem worth the trouble to me.  If a City were starving for shields, I prefer to convert Grassland to 
Hills than other terrain.  (This would be grassland without a shield, of course, if priority is on more shields.)  Plains are 
about as bad in terms of conversion cost, but there is a huge boost in shields, so you may want to transform Plains if 
you need more shields and don't have anything better.  Other, non-Wheel terrains can take a long time to get to Hills.  
About the only place I would do a complete Forest to Hill conversion (as well as Plains to Grassland if squeezed for 
food -- especially if shield grassland will appear) would be for a city on the tip of a peninsula, with very few land 
squares... every single square counts. 
    As for specific Special Terrain recommendations: 
    SP_TERR.DBF is a dBase III format file showing regular and Special Terrains and their resources.  Here are 
selected fields from that file (if you have the .TXT version, use a smaller (10 point/12 cpi) Courier and/or wider 
margins if this wraps): 
 
TABLE 1:  TERRAIN SUMMARY 
 
Food   Shields  Trade   Wtd.        Irr? Min?  X  
 W Name / Mnemonic            0 1 2   0 1 2   0 1  2  Ave.  M Def ? Ts ? Ts frm Ts 
 - -------------------------- - - -   - - -   - -  -  ----  - --- - -- - -- --- -- 
 
   BASIC TERRAIN: 
 Y Grassland Shields          2 3 4 . 1 1 1 . 0 1  4   9.9  1 100 y  5 F 10 Hil 20 
   Ocean                      1 1 2 . 0 0 1 . 2 2  6   9.3  1 100 n    n    n 
 Y Plains                     1 2 3 . 1 1 1 . 0 1  4   8.9  1 100 y  5 F 15 Grs 20 
 Y Hills                      1 1 1 . 0 3 4 . 0 0  0   8.4  2 200 y 10 y 10 Pln 40 
   Desert                     0 1 2 . 1 1 1 . 0 1  4   7.9  1 100 y  5 y  5 Pln 20 
 Y Grassland                  2 3 4 . 0 0 0 . 0 1  4   7.8  1 100 y  5 F 10 Hil 20 
 Y Forest                     1 1 1 . 2 2 3 . 0 0  0   6.2  2 150 P  5 n  5 Grs 40 
   Mountains                  0 0 0 . 1 1 3 . 0 0  0   3.9  3 300 n    y 10 Hil 60 
   Tundra                     1 2 3 . 0 0 0 . 0 0  0   2.4  1 100 y 10 n    Des 15 
   Jungle                     1 1 1 . 0 0 0 . 0 0  0   1.0  2 150 G 15 F 15 Pln 40 
   Swamp                      1 1 1 . 0 0 0 . 0 0  0   1.0  2 150 G 15 F 15 Pln 40 
   Glacier                    0 0 0 . 0 0 1 . 0 0  0    .8  2 100 n    y 15 Tun 40 
 
   TYPE 1 SPECIAL ( "F" MNEMONIC): 
   Mou Gold - Fool's gold     0 0 0 . 1 2 3 . 6 6 15  23.7  3 300 n    y 10 Hil 
   Gla Ivory - Frozen Fang    1 1 1 . 1 2 3 . 4 4 11  19.4  2 100 n    y 15 Tun 
   Jun Gems - saPPHire        1 1 1 . 0 0 0 . 4 4 11  14.2  2 150 G 15 F 15 Pln 
 Y Pla Buffalo - buFFalo      1 2 3 . 3 3 4 . 0 1  4  14.1  1 100 y  5 F 15 Grs 
 Y Hil Coal - Fuel            1 1 1 . 2 5 7 . 0 0  0  13.6  2 200 y 10 y 10 Pln 
   Des Oasis - reFreshingly F 3 3 3 . 1 2 3 . 0 1  4  12.5  1 100 y  5 y  5 Pln * 
   Swa Peat - Fertilizer Fuel 1 1 1 . 4 4 6 . 0 0  0  11.4  2 150 G 15 F 15 Pln 
   Oce Fish - Fish            3 3 4 . 0 0 1 . 2 2  6  11.3  1 100 n    n    no 
   Des Oasis - reFreshingly F 3 4 5 . 1 1 1 . 0 1  4  10.9  1 100 y  5 y  5 Pln * 
 Y For Pheasant - PHeasant    3 3 3 . 2 2 3 . 0 0  0   8.2  2 150 P  5 n  5 Grs 
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   Tun Game - arctic Fox      3 4 5 . 1 1 1 . 0 0  0   6.6  1 100 y 10 n    Drt 
 
   TYPE 2 SPECIAL ( "W" MNEMONIC): 
 Y Hil Wine - Wine            1 1 1 . 0 3 4 . 4 4 11  21.5  2 200 y 10 y 10 Pln 
   Oce Whales - Whale         2 2 3 . 2 2 3 . 3 3  9  18.1  1 100 n    n    no 
   Des Oil - Wet Wealth       0 0 0 . 4 5 7 . 0 1  4  16.9  1 100 y  5 y  5 Pln * 
 Y For Silk - silkWorm        1 1 1 . 2 2 3 . 3 3  9  16.7  2 150 P  5 n  5 Grs 
   Swa Spice - Wicked Weed    3 3 3 . 0 0 0 . 4 4 11  16.2  2 150 G 15 F 15 Pln 
   Des Oil - Wet Wealth       0 1 2 . 4 4 6 . 0 1  4  16.1  1 100 y  5 y  5 Pln * 
   Tun Furs - Winter Wrapping 2 3 4 . 0 0 0 . 3 3  9  13.9  1 100 y 10 n    Drt 
   Gla Oil - Wet Wealth       0 0 0 . 4 5 7 . 0 0  0  12.6  2 100 n    y 15 Tun 
   Mou Iron - Wrought iron    0 0 0 . 4 5 7 . 0 0  0  12.6  3 300 n    y 10 Hil 
 Y Pla Wheat - Wheat          3 4 5 . 1 1 1 . 0 1  4  10.9  1 100 y  5 F 15 Grs 
   Jun Fruit - kiWi fruit     4 4 4 . 0 0 0 . 1 1  4   8.3  2 150 G 15 F 15 Pln 
 

LEGEND  
 
W = Wheel (interconvertible) terrain   (Yes or not) 
 
Food, Shields and Trade refer to Resource levels as follows: 
   Level 0: Virgin terrain; no modifications whatsoever 
   Level 1: Early civ modifications, where applicable: Irrigation, roads, mining. 
   Level 2: Mature civ modifications: Level 1 plus: Democracy, Railroads, Superhighways, three trade routes, 
Supermarkets, Harbor, Offshore Platform.  (Airport too... I'm not sure if it matters to trade.) 
   Note that not every single improvement was instituted. Specifically, non-Special Mountains and Glacier would 
probably not be mined (yet) by an early civ. Also, Harbor is a borderline early civ development... I prefer playing on 
big continents, and don't get to them until later <shrug>.  Not that it matters, since you can't convert Ocean anyway. 
   Also note that Mature Trade levels are variable and higher than what one would think from a straight calculation, 
due to trade routes.  I have filled in their value as found in a few games when cities had three moderately profitable 
routes.  (It's hard to visualize trade in the city squares sometimes, so the value is the difference in raw Trade a city has 
with or without someone assigned to a square.)  Railroads don't seem to double trade, but the presence of Roads in 
Trade-Road terrain (Grass, Plains, and Desert) seems to increase raw Trade when a Superhighway is present, *even if 
no one is assigned to the square*.  (Also see Tip #1, below.) 
  Finally, the Level 1 and 2 numbers are *my* work, not Microprose's, and could be in error.  In other words, they are 
not official data reorganized for your convenience; they are estimates I made.  I could well have missed something -- 
Trade has me a little confused, for one thing.  Comments are welcomed!  Otherwise, value this FAQ at its cost... 
nothing! <g> The transformation times are also not official (i.e., officially ripped) Microprose data, and might be 
wrong. All times shown are for SETTLERS, including on the WOT GIF, so engineers will take half as long (rounded 
up, I think), but the times may vary because I think engineers do get to apply 1 or 2 turns immediately if they have that 
many movement points left. 
 
M = Move cost to enter a terrain (one turn, 2 turns, or 3) 
 
Def = Defense bonus, as percent. (150% means 50% increase in defense) 
 
Irr? and Min? = whether terrain can be Irrigated or Mined; responses are yes, no, or results if transforms to Grass, 
Plains or Forest 
 
Irr / Min Ts = Turns to Irrigate or Mine 
 
Xfrm = Terrain land changes to when Transformed. 
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Wtd. Ave. = A score for that terrain, based on its Level 1 and Level 2 resource values.  The data is sorted first by 
Type, then by descending Weighted Average.  The formula is: 
 
   .58 * ( F1 + 2.3*S1 + 1.7*T1 )  +  .42 * ( F2 + 2*S2 + 2*T2 ) , 
 

where F1 = Food Level 1 value, etc. It weights Early terrain values (when play is more critical) slightly more than late, 
and shields and trade more than food, with a minor emphasis that, early in the game, shields are more important than 
trade. 
 
As you can see, the equation ends up ranking terrain with a lot of Trade quite high, mainly because Trade *gets* very 
high for some terrain in a city with all the Trade extras (Superhighways, Trade Routes, etc.).  I like to play as a 
Democracy, so it's fine with me. <shrug>  I've seen trade per square approach even twice these levels for optimum 
conditions -- a fully developed city under Democracy sharing three trade routes with the same, in foreign, Democratic 
civs.  (Of course, they usually switch to Fundamentalism about this time, sigh.) 
    I picked these weights basically through a gut feeling; feel free to load SP_TERR.DBF and recompute them to your 
likes.  Such scores can't be taken as gospel -- if a city desperately needs food, Wheat is the clear choice for a Type 2 
square.  However, the scoring can help cut through the crud of all the numbers and raise flags, to at least see how 
things score on average. 
 
* I listed Desert twice in each Special Terrain group, because it is possible you may want to develop it down the 
Mining route OR the Irrigation route.  (Other terrains only make sense one way.)  Also, the mnemonic for Desert Type 
1 was long, so I cut it off to make space -- it should be "reFreshingly Fertile".  Kinda corny mnemonics, eh? 
 
Tip #1:  If you want to convert some terrain to Hills or Forest to boost your Shield production (irrespective of Special 
Terrain), all else being equal, choose a River square if possible.  (Don't worry, the river won't disappear.)  Hills and 
Forest do not otherwise generate any trade (barring a Special with trade), missing the extra trade that Democracy 
and/or Superhighways add.  Using a River square lets you keep these bonuses.  Given the "magnifying" effects of 
additional city improvements (Market, Library, etc., etc.), every single square that generates _any_ trade ultimately 
adds a pretty penny to city output.  So, make Hills or Forest on rivers, when you have the choice. 
    Don't be confused about Superhighways -- they increase the Trade from "non-Trade-Road" terrains, as well ("Trade 
Road" terrains are Plains, Grassland, and Desert, which get trade simply for having a road).  Superhighway's 
description only says "increases trade 50% from squares with roads", and it jolly well increases trade from Wine Hills 
or Gold Mountains, too, as long as they have roads.  They increase trade from Trade Routes, too.  Real cash cows. 
 
Tip #2:  Don't just throw your trade cash at an opponent -- make him work for it.  If your map is willing, find one 
primo enemy city as far as possible from you while still being convenient to reach.  (This could include a few 
convenient "ferry" transports.)  Have ALL your cities send ALL their trade caravans to this one city.  (This works best 
if you wait until Railroads, due to the distances involved.)  In this way, you maximize your trade routes by all of your 
cities trading with a large, distant, foreign city -- while the enemy only has *one* city being helped by all that trade.  
(Any given city can have more than three trade routes going *into* it, but only three can go *out* of it and give it 
income.) 
    Sure, you lose out on the bonus due to trading with cities wanting a specific product.  To this I say, "Have I ever 
been hard up for current cash balance?"  No.  Not after I'm to the point of working hard on trade routes, and have 
Freight, RRs, and engineers, anyway.  I usually play large maps, and trying to figure out desired-product trade routes 
is too much like work to me.  I fire them to a distant city and forget about them.  They'll be giving me great dividends 
forever after; who cares. 
    I have even gone to the trouble of fleshing out that enemy city's roads, if he hadn't already.  Its income is increased, 
which increases the value of *all* (my) trade routes to that city.  (Your Engineers will not incite him to war, and they 
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can easily move through his territory with Freight "escorts".)  As well as, of course, making sure there is a good road 
system to that city from my territory.  This includes rail/roads for those places where the movement AI insists on 
taking a detour when going a long distance.  (Try not to make it over the X=0 column, though; this really drives the AI 
bonkers.)  If an enemy capital is a decent choice, it is easy to send freight to it via the G key -- it'll be at the top of the 
list.  Of course, moving scads of Freight or Engineers in enemy territory is only recommended in fairly peaceful 
situations.  In other words, always get United Nations! 
    One caveat is that I don't know for sure that trade works the same way for the AIs that it works for us. This tip only 
matters if they do only get trade money from us the same way we get it from them (by a link to a specific city, with a 
max of three allowed). 
 
Teeny Tip #3 (like you don't know already):  Make railroads (RRs) _before_ transforming terrain to Forest or Hills.  
Rails can be made quicker in flat land, freeing up your Engineers more quickly.  Conversely, if you are transforming 
_to_ flat land, you may (may) want to wait to make Rails after converting it.  Mountains and Glaciers seem to be the 
worst terrain for making RRs (or transforming, for that matter). 
 
Related Tip #4:  I try to send _one_ Settler/Engineer into a square to make a Road _first_, before sending in others to 
assist with transformation, mining, or what have you, for high-movement-cost terrain (Forest, Hill, Jungle, Swamp, 
Mountain, Glacier).  This makes less Engineers pay the stiff entrance fee (end of turn).  This is not a hard and fast rule; 
I violate it regularly if I want to make a road or mine fast.  If you don't mind the wait, though, it is slightly more 
efficient to send two Engineers to two separate Hills -- possibly including building the whole mining/railroad shebang 
by their lonesome selfs -- than to gang up.  The cost is minimal, though, at one turn per Engineer sent, compared to 
perhaps 20 turns total to make a mine, road, and railroad on a Hill.  So, make roads first and/or build things with one 
or few Engineers, when convenient.  But don't worry about it too much. 
 
*** SPECIAL TERRAIN STRATEGIES *** 
 
This section is merely pointing out the obvious, given Table 1, to me.  That said, on with the show... 
 
"What should I transform my Special squares to?" 
 
In my experience, most cities have sufficient food.  This is why I downplayed food in the Weighted Average equation.  
I prefer terrains high in shields, especially ones with trade, too.  Thus, Wine is a great choice for Type 2 squares.  If 
you have Type 1, it can be a tougher choice, since Coal generates no trade.  If it happens to be on a river, you're in 
luck.  If not, I usually go for Coal if the city has plenty of food and/or needs shields, and Buffalo if there is a question 
about it needing food. 
    The forests, for both special Types, are mediocre in that they don't do as well as the "extremes" of Hills (shields) or 
flatland (food and trade).  In any given city, I almost always prefer a pile of shields or, if lacking food, flatland, rather 
than a little of both (i.e., forests).  Every now and then, though, something is right in between and I choose a forest.  An 
advantage of the forest, of course, is that it can be generated quicker (by mining) from Plains and Grassland than a 
transformation from some other terrain would take. 
    If you have a city on a Special square, you're constrained a little.  This is because the game won't let you mine a hill 
that's in a city.  I don't know why, since you can transform other terrains in a city, and for example mine a plain to 
become a forest.  The game designers apparently made the unilateral decision that folks would always want the extra 
food. <shrug>  In any case, this may mean that forests *are* the best choice, if a city is on a special and it's starved for 
shields. 
    Whether or not you want to live with a non-Wheel special, or convert it to a particular Wheel terrain, will depend 
entirely on your style and a particular city's needs.  Mountain Gold is the best terrain for generating trade; I wouldn't 
transform it.  Some terrains (including specials) will never generate any trade, unless you bring them onto the Wheel 
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(see Table 1); this may drive you to convert.  Most of the specials with no trade are high shield terrains, though, so you 
may want to wait until a city has plenty of shield income before transforming the terrain to something else. 
 
*** THE USUAL DISCLAIMERS & ADVERTISEMENTS *** 
 
Disclaimer:  This work is copyrighted by me.  You are more than welcome to copy it to other sites, distribute it, etc., 
as long as it's for free.  Please use my filenames to keep confusion in the wild to a minimum.  You can also excerpt, 
quote, or paraphrase information from this document, as long as you cite me as its source. 
 
"Dear Mikey":  You are welcome to email me, but be forewarned that I move from interest to interest, and may not 
care to update this FAQ any more.  I usually at least try to put copies of emails with important corrections or 
enhancements into the FAQ .zips on my site, though -- let me know if you mind me doing this, if you are sending me 
corrections or additions. 
 
Trade Writers:  If you need a game analyzed, feel free to contact me.  Tables of values, "deep analyses", etc., make 
excellent filler for strategy guides, articles, etc. <g>  We can discuss terms.  I do not care to write entire strat guides 
myself; it's too much like work.  To me, data is fun.  If you are a strat guide or magazine writer or editor, PLEASE 
consider suggesting to your boss that they contact me -- there is a distinct lack of player aids in the form of tabular data 
and deep analysis; a good number of players would by guides for this, if only they had it.  Meanwhile, I'll be getting 
paid to play... play with data, that is. 
 
Asterisk:  If you're a gamer (=not gonna pay cash) and wish someone would analyze something in this or another 
game, you can ask me and I *might* do it, but chances are very low I will do it for free...  I have only done a few dozen 
analyses in the past ten years; all were on games that I had already grown to like, and many never got written up and 
released... I had moved on to my next game already.  I prefer strategy/tactic games (of any time period).  You can 
forget about arcade fight or driving games.  A pre-requisite of me doing a freebie analysis for you would be for you to 
send me a full legitimate copy of the game (if I don't already have it).  Also, a description and background of what you 
want analyzed is helpful and may pique my interest, otherwise your mail is likely to be trashed. 
 
*** BYE FOR NOW! *** 
 
Good gaming and have fun, dudes and dudettes! 
 


